January 22, 2018
Ms. Angelique Poe
Mr. Gabe Ganibe
300 Ala Moana Blvd. Rm C-109
Honolulu, HI 96850
Re: meeting of January 22, 2018
cc: Devos, Jackson, Rosenfelt
Dear Ms. Poe and Mr. Gawibe:
Thank you for meeting with us on January 22, 2018.
Carol’s statement:
Attached is the eight-page document we referred to today. It briefly summarizes the complex white-collar
criminal enterprise involving Western Seminary, its two-accreditation agencies (ATS and NWCCU), with
corrupt individuals in the Departments of Education and Justice. They ALL forced corrupt master degree
criteria on Randy that includes cover up of child molestations by Steve Korch, Section 504 and Title IV fraud
by Western Seminary (for over $20-million dollars of Title IV funds), that demands we not file complaints to
the government and dismiss prior complaints, or pay Western Seminary et al up to $400,000 per occurrence.
Randy and I wrote to Margaret Spellings and parties in the Obama Administration asking that the Department's
Nancy C Regan letters be rescinded as Assistant U.S. Attorney, Harry Yee suggested, as our attorney warned
the Department in 2008/2009, because there is no just cause for the determinations by ATS and/or NWCCU that
Regan quoted. They both changed or ignored their published and regulated standards and policies active in
2006 to help Western Seminary avoid discipline for substantive changes to the master degree criteria that
includes ALL of the settlement agreement's corrupt demands. Further, the agreement demanded arbitration
for issues involving Randy's education (the whole contract) in order to conceal their unlawfulness from
the government, and it gave no power to accreditation agencies to make determinations. Nonetheless, the
ill-gotten determinations by ATS and NWCCU were used by Western against us in two civil cases the
Department knew about and obstructed by Regan's letters that the U.S. continues to support over and against the
law and decisional caselaw. These atrocities are all noted and outlined in previous letters, evidence, the "Victim
Impact Statement," my review of the ATS-Western "exception scheme," and Randy’s Title IX report that were
sent to Betsy DeVos at the Department and Congress.
The Obama Administration, including the FBI, the Departments of Education and Justice ignored us for ten
years, while the Department of Education put out a "Memo" to Department staff members (after the Regan
letters of August and September 2008) telling them to not talk to Randy, our attorney or me.
Months ago, we received FOIA documents from the Department of State ALSO directing employees to not talk
to Randy concerning his complaint that his son, Joel Tristan Allister Chapel was abducted by Susan Chapel
(Randy's ex-wife) to the UK. The DOS has grossly violated Randy's Constitutional parental rights. Joel will be
9-years-old next month. Joel's abduction is not resolved to this present day.
We filed related FOIA requests to the Department of Education 10 MONTHS AGO that are long overdue. The
Department has repeatedly failed to observe the law and requires us to file lawsuits to prove there is no just
cause support for the Department's Nancy C. Regan letters, or for Western Seminary's Title IV fraud, or for
accreditation determinations by ATS and/or NWCCU. Three of my FOIA requests that EDFOIA has not
answered include:
“Any record created by ATS stating directly or indirectly that cover up of child molestations is not a reasonable
criteria for theological master degree program education/instruction.”
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“Any record created by ATS stating directly or indirectly that cover up of fraud against the government is not a
reasonable theological master degree program criteria for education/instruction”
“Any ATS record that schools can use education as a vehicle for fraud.”
You asked me what would resolve this. We already told DeVos, Jackson, and Rosenfelt our answer.
You and Randy read the "excerpt" that does not threaten Betsy DeVos, and Randy assured you he didn't.
Randy’s statement:
• On November 20, 2017, Randy said, "Trump has inherited this unprecedented political chaos and obscene
mess by Obama. Period." DeVos inherited it when she became Secretary of Education. She didn’t cause or
led her agency in what happened in this case; but the longer this continues it becomes her issue under her
leadership, rather than an issue she inherited, for which she will be blamed.
• The text on Mr. Ganibe's cell phone did not have Ms. DeVos’ name. If anyone is allowed to “read in”
(eisegesis) her name in order to impose his or her views into the text, then what will stop them from falsely
claiming – Randy is threating Trump, a judge, a member of Congress or has a thermonuclear weapon he is
going to set off? There is no end to the possibilities when you “read in” your views. James A. Scharf pulled
that kind of stunt on Randy in 2012, after psychologically torturing and emotionally water boarding Randy to
the point he wanted to kill himself.
Eisegesis is often associated with postmodern culture and liberal thinking. To contrast, the current debate
regarding the meaning of the word “sex” in Title IX has become “gender identity” – not what Congress
intended in 1972. Activists targeted the courts and regulatory agencies as vehicles to rewrite federal laws,
primarily by changing the definitions of words. In this same fashion, ATS and NWCCU have used this case as
a vehicle to support criminal activities linked to education not only with Western but could also by extension for
432 schools accredited nation wide. If Western can do what has been claimed, then so can the 432 other
schools and any other school accredited by any other accreditor.
On January 15, 2009, our attorney addressed this salient point to Arne Duncan and Margaret Spellings –
“Unless you require the Department to correct Ms. Regan’s determination to take no action, and unless you
subsequently also require ATS and NWCCU to conduct legitimate reviews of the actions of Western Seminary,
then the Department of Education is opening up the flood gates to allow all schools to ignore accreditation
standards and to engage in academic fraud by altering degree requirements without any oversight or control.”
Hannon was ignored.
• Randy quoted a Supreme Court case that notes what happens when government doesn’t follow the law; when it
becomes a lawbreaker, that every man becomes a law unto himself. That case quote was noted in a case against
the FBI regarding four men who spent 30 years behind bars, with 3 of the 4 set to die. The FBI set these men
up and damaged them and their families because of corrupt agents in the FBI. The government paid $101.7
million dollars in damages for what it did to the men and their families.1
• Randy noted his struggle to both of you, because he knows if he did something wrong then he would be
like Western Seminary, et al. He doesn't want to be like them, and that's why he returned his MDiv degree
with fraudulent and unlawful criteria, why he has fought all this time against being part of the corruption and
that is also why he has not done anything now.
Catastrophic and irreparable damage against Randy, his now ex-wife and son, and to his parents has now
occurred. Western is not sorry and neither is ATS or NWCCU and most certainly the government parties
involved in the life long damage that has now been caused. How should Randy or any American respond to
such treacherous acts – including treacherous acts by government employees? James A. Scharf acting for
the government suggests Randy should “move on.” For Randy, (and others) to simply accept the corruption;
1
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damage by the government and others; and live out the rest of their broken lives having government forced this
upon us by outright criminals and corrupt government employees. This has already been rejected and is
considered an insult.
This is the perplexing situation Randy is facing, because ATS, NWCCU, Western and the federal employees
have all made and defended their choices; caused the life long damages; and bullied us for years. How should
Randy or any other American father or husband or son or mother respond?
Further, if Randy acted out and became a criminal harming the Western Seminary people in the process in
response to what those at Western Seminary have done to Susan, Joel, Dale, Carol and Randy, would people
actually be upset and angry or understand given the treacherous acts done and defended against Susan, Joel,
Dale, Carol and Randy for years?
This becomes heighten when government employees are involved. Both the Departments of Justice and
Education have been involved in prolonging and perpetuating the injustice in the name of the sovereign and
purported justice. So Randy and Carol can no longer turn to government, or expect government to do the just
and right thing, because it is government that is defending the corruption and has for ten years.
Thus, if you take a hard look it is unlikely there is any peaceful resolution to this case because
government has already rejected or blocked solutions. It is just that bad and that is the struggle Randy is
facing.
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